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FOR POSTING: Survey of UFT papers 1 – 25 December 2014

This survey is by files downloaded for the first two hundred and eighty unified field theory papers in this twenty five day time interval. Each paper is one file because each paper is a continuous document in pdf. So the number of files downloaded is also the number of times the paper has been downloaded for study. The survey is typical of the intense interest in ECE theory that has been monitored for almost twelve years in the attached Book of Scientometrics and monthly feedback back to May 2002. The Survey shows that all the UFT papers in the English language are studied intensively and continuously in essentially all the best places in the world, universities, institutes, large corporations, government departments and so on, and by a vast private sector. This has been going on for nearly twelve years. I will send out a separate survey for the Spanish language UFT papers. The survey is in order of UFT paper numbers with the number of times downloaded from 1 – 15/12/14 in brackets.
This gives a total of 9,217 paper downloads for 25 days, an average of 32.92 for each of the 280 papers. Over the 31 days of December 2014 this extrapolates to 11,429 paper downloads at an average of 40.82 per paper. The other two ECE sites increase traffic by an estimated 50%, giving 17,144 paper downloads at an average of 61.23 per paper. The other two sites are www.upitec.org (http://www.upitec.org) and www.atomicprecision.com (http://www.atomicprecision.com). They also contain a list of the UFT papers.

In order of how many times downloaded the papers are as follows (some papers are on two different types of pdf names and so some numberings appear twice in the following raw data. The total is correctly added in the above survey):


bookofscientometrics.docx
(https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/bookofscientometrics1.docx)

Monthly Feedback Statistics for AIAS.docx
(https://drmyronevans.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/monthly-feedback-statistics-for-aias1.docx)
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